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Motivation

Cause for concern: 42% of Americans do not have money set aside that could be used for
unexpected expenses or emergencies

Yet little evidence on how monthly income fluctuations a�ect consumption

55% of black hhs do not have savings for unexpected shocks (vs 38% of white hhs)
Racial wealth gap has changed little since 1870
Historical factors: “forty acres and a mule” rescinded, redlining, GI Bill
~55% of Hispanic households also report no emergency savings
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Goal and Methods

Goal

Construct precise estimates of the consumption response to “typical” labor income shocks
and investigate how this varies by wealth and race

Methods

Data with income, consumption, liquid assets, and race for ~2 million households
Link bank account records to public voter files with race
This is the first such data set at a monthly frequency in the U.S.

Instrument for typical income variation using monthly fluctuations in firm pay
Builds on strengths of two distinct traditions: structural and quasi-experimental
Overcome challenge of endogenous labor supply in semi-structural studies
Overcome challenge of unusual sources of income variation in quasi-experimental studies
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Results

Main Result

Consumption much more sensitive to income for black, Hispanic, and low-asset households

Interpretation

Elasticities similar by race after controlling for assets
Race not irrelevant; racial inequality mediated through wealth gaps, which are driven in
part (and possibly entirely) by factors that are functions of race (e.g. structural racism)

Implications

Structural models: enough power to test (and support) benchmark model prediction of a
tight negative correlation between elasticity and liquid assets
Welfare: substantial cost of temporary income volatility, 50% higher for black households,
20% higher for Hispanic households
Social insurance: potential heterogeneity in consumption smoothing benefits, e.g. UI
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Outline

1 Data

External Validity

2 Reduced-form Estimates

Instrument

Causal Impact of Income on Consumption

Heterogeneity by Race and Assets
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Administrative bank data from Chase

October 2012 - January 2019

~20 million households per month

Income data
Take-home labor income if paid by direct deposit
Unique firm identifier æ link to coworkers
Unemployment insurance benefits (secondary analysis)

Nondurable spending defined as in Lusardi (1996)
~42% of expenditures
Electronic transactions, debit cards, credit cards, and cash
Misses accounts at other banks, other credit cards, in-kind transfers

Checking account balances (augmented by Survey of Consumer Finances)
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Figure: Race & ethnicity data in voter registration files and bank presence

1.8 million hhs, 461,000 black hhs, 414,000 Hispanic hhs Match detail
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Public use sources: Current Population Survey, Survey of Consumer Finances, Health and Retirement Study
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Summary: new data on income, assets, consumption & race

Strengths
Sample size: ¥ 100x PSID
Frequency: monthly instead of bi-annual
Can identify coworkers

Limitations
Captures most consumption, but not all
Captures most households, missing the unbanked and/or not registered to vote
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Estimating Equations and Identifying Assumptions

Two-stage least squares

�cit = – + —�yit + Áit
�yit = „ + fl�yj(≠i ,t),t + ‹it

where �yj(≠i ,t),t is leave-out mean change in coworker pay

In the spirit of the Abowd, Kramarz and Margolis (AKM, 1999) model of firm e�ects
Builds on Shea (1995), Baker (2018) and Koustas (2018)

Identifying assumptions

1 Relevance: firm pay shocks a�ect individual pay
2 Exclusion restriction: firm pay shocks do not a�ect consumption, except through their

e�ect on individual pay
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Figure: Relationship between Coworker Pay and Individual Pay

Event study 13
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Source of Income Variation Relative to Prior Literature

Type of income variation Rare exogenous Typical exogenous Endogenous
Semi-structural (e.g. Blundell, Pistaferri, and Preston 2008) ! ! !
Unusual windfalls (e.g. tax rebates, lottery winnings, etc.) !
Firm pay shocks ! !

Concern about unusual windfalls: mental accounting

Example: when the first stimulus checks were sent out in July 2001, White House cabinet
members “spent their time on the Sunday shows essentially calling for a mass national
shopping spree” (Time Magazine 2001)

Labeling can have dramatic e�ects on spending (Hastings and Shapiro 2018, Beatty et al. 2014)
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Where Do Firm Pay Shocks Come From?

Figure: Why does your income change from month to month?

Source: Federal Reserve Survey of Household Economics and Decisionmaking

Homebase: “first stage”
regression of own hours on
coworker hours has slope of
0.85, similar to earnings
first stage in bank data
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Passthrough of Income Shocks to Consumption

1 Overall estimate
2 Heterogeneity by race
3 Heterogeneity by assets
4 Heterogeneity by race, controlling for assets
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Figure: Impact of Instrumented Individual Pay on Nondurable Consumption

Pre-trends Persistence 17



Passthrough of Income Shocks to Consumption

1 Overall estimate
2 Heterogeneity by race

3 Heterogeneity by assets
4 Heterogeneity by race, controlling for assets
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Figure: Impact of Instrumented Individual Pay on Nondurable Consumption by Race
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Passthrough of Income Shocks to Consumption

1 Overall estimate
2 Heterogeneity by race
3 Heterogeneity by assets

4 Heterogeneity by race, controlling for assets
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Figure: Marginal Propensity to Consume by Asset Bu�er

Note: asset bu�er measured in Chase using checking account balance
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Benchmark model prediction: tight negative correlation between liquid assets and MPC
Prior empirical evidence: correlation unclear given available precision
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Passthrough of Income Shocks to Consumption

1 Overall estimate
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Figure: Racial Inequality in Consumption Smoothing and Role of Assets

Regression Full table Regression robustness Regression levels Regression pay-per-paycheck Regression out-of-state 21
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Interpreting the role of race vis-à-vis assets

Candidate interpretation: “neutrality”
With same income shocks and financial bu�ers, households of all races react similarly
Non-wealth channels that may di�er by race are quantitatively small or cancel each other out
(e.g., credit access, family structure, labor supply, social programs, expectations, preferences)
Note: these factors could explain or be correlated with assets and wealth

However, results do not imply that race is irrelevant for inequality in consumption
smoothing

Results do suggest that these disparities are likely mediated through the racial wealth gap
Wealth gaps are driven by current and historic factors (e.g. structural racism) that
themselves are functions of race

Overall, the results suggest that the racial wealth gap leaves black and Hispanic
households particularly vulnerable to income fluctuations
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Passthrough of Income Shocks to Consumption

1 Overall estimate
2 Heterogeneity by race
3 Heterogeneity by assets
4 Heterogeneity by race, controlling for assets
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Goal: measure consumption smoothing; heterogeneity by race & assets

Tools
Administrative data on income, consumption, assets, and race
Method for identifying firm pay shocks

Contributions
1 Estimate of passthrough of income to consumption (elasticity 0.23)

Statistically precise

Uses typical income variation, not unusual windfall

2 Passthrough varies by race and wealth
Black and Hispanic households have higher elasticities

High-asset households almost fully smooth firm pay shocks

3 After controlling for assets, racial di�erences are negligible
Points to role for racial wealth gap

4 Welfare cost of temporary income volatility is high
Especially for people with low assets, such as black and Hispanic households
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